Traces of Home

Lesley Logue

This exhibition addresses the theme of Breaking Boundaries.
The work highlights social, cultural and racial injustices in the
treatment of refugees. It focuses on the necessity for everyone
to have a home and to draw attention to the unfair practice of
eviction. Before lockdown I ran an art workshop at an event in
Edinburgh hosted by the ‘Scottish Refugee Council’. The
workshop was an opportunity for participants to engage in a
print related art activity and to have conversations about home
and sanctuary. I have continued to work with migrants, (New
Scots), running art sessions at ‘The Welcoming’ in Edinburgh,
which explore accessible forms of printmaking that do not
require print studio equipment.

List of works
Key Imprints – Clay tablets with key imprints x 12
The work references current migration but has also caused me
to reflect on my own family’s history of migration between
Ireland and Scotland. I invited migrants, refugees and asylum
seekers to make an impression of their house keys in clay. The
clay imprints, a physical trace of keys from new temporary
homes and some from homes left behind, represent the hope
and hopelessness of refuge and shelter. Making an impression
of a key implies that it can be copied but it is also suggestive of
absence as the physical object is not there and what remains is
a trace or memory.
Key Drop – Screenprint/perspex sculpture
News headlines highlighting the ill treatment of asylum seekers
in Scotland due to the Serco lock-change evictions are printed
on to a transparent surface. Many of us hold on to keys from
old properties when we move or change our own locks.
Redundant keys, tools that no longer open doors, are
contained within the sculpture further highlighting the loss of
homes through the enforced lock changes that many asylum
seekers have been subjected to.
Homes for Rent – Screenprint on Somerset paper
Recently the Home Office urged Afghans who fled the Taliban
a year ago to look for accommodation in the private sector.
Charities are concerned that refugees may not have the
necessary paperwork, funds and language skills to secure a
rented property which is already challenging in the current
climate. Many of these homes are out of reach for struggling
families.
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